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writing embody a
poet’s Hindu tradition;
A collection of
the very next poem is
motion that is
over 100
a fanciful
limericks with the unpredictable but
autobiography,
author's original relatable, opening the relying for its imagery
door of conjecture
illustrations.
on the religious
Squishy McFluff:
Supermarket Sweep!
Penguin UK
This is a small
collection of the
various works of
Tanjina Ashraf Khan
Mou. These poems
call the reader to dig
deep within the
words and discover
a message through
each of them. Stories
of life, loss, hope,
wonder, and
freedom lie within!
The author
meditates on
identity, emotions,
contentment,
melancholy and the
tightly woven
relationship between
dark and light. The
poetics of her

and wonderment.

A Prayer in Spring
Simon & Schuster
Children's
A captivating, noholds-barred
collection of new
poems from an
acclaimed poet and
novelist with a fierce
and original voice
Dothead is an
exploration of
selfhood both intense
and exhilarating.
Within the first
pages, Amit
Majmudar asserts the
claims of both the
self and the other: the
title poem shows us
the place of an Indian
American teenager in
the bland surround of
a mostly white peer
group, partaking of
imagery from the

tradition of Islam.
From poems about the
treatment at the
airport of people who
look like Majmudar
(“my dark unshaven
brothers / whose
names overlap with
the crazies and God
fiends”) to a long,
freewheeling
abecedarian poem
about Adam and Eve
and the discovery of
oral sex, Dothead is a
profoundly satisfying
cultural critique and a
thrilling experiment in
language. United
across a wide range of
tones and forms, the
poems inhabit and
explode multiple
perspectives, finding
beauty in every one.
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Corporation
A collection of poems
featuring a range of
subjects, from
grandmothers to
muzaloos.

Twinkle,
Twinkle Little
Star Cloth Book
Penguin
From the
funniest voice in
young fiction
today, the
second in an
irresistible
series for young
readers about
imaginary
friends in
hilarious
rhyming text
and with
adorable
illustrations by
Ella Okstad. Can
you see him?
My kitten? He
has eyes big
and round His

miaow is so
sweet (but it
makes not a
sound!) Imagine
him quick! Have
you imagined
enough? Oh,
good, you can
see him! It's
Squishy
McFluff! When
Mum drags Ava
to the
supermarket,
her invisible cat
Squishy McFluff
can't resist
coming along,
with hilarious,
chaotic and
surprising
results! Told in
full colour
throughout, this
is the perfect
stepping stone
from picture
books to older
fiction. 'A
surefire hit.'

Guardian
'Charming.' The
Times 'Bound to
ensure
catisfaction.'
Independent
'Cleverly
bridging the gap
between picture
books and longer
fiction, the
lovable Squishy
is certain to be a
success with
under-sevens.'
BookTrust 'In
delightful rhyme
reminiscent of
Dr Seuss, this
charmingly
illustrated book
is bound to
become a
bedtime
fave.'Gurgle
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Development
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tales.
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Smash Poetry
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dynamics of hipJournal Abrams hop from every
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that eats most Books for Young region and in
Readers
of the leaves
every form"A
complete
and a grass
mainstream and
guide to the art underground,
cutter who
and craft of the current and
splits it into
MC, anyone
classic-this
two with one
who's serious
sweep. At last, about becoming compelling howto discusses
on his ninth
a rapper should everything from
birthday,
read this first." content and flow
Rakesh is
-Hip Hop
to rhythm and
rewarded with Connection
delivery.
magazine "A
a miraculous
Compiled from
sight—the first clever
the most
breakdown
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extensive
of his precious the art form of research on
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delivers
insight in this
countless candid remarkable
and exclusive
collection."-insights from
A-B-A-B-A—a
more than 100 Book of
of the most
Pattern Play
critically
Wentworth
acclaimed artists Press
in hip-hopA Poetry
including Clipse,
Journal to
Cypress Hill,
Poem Your
Nelly, Public
Days Away!
Enemy, Remy
Ma, Schoolly D, Don't wait for
A Tribe Called inspiration to
Quest, and will.i. strike!
am-revealing the Whether
stories behind
you're an
their art and
aspiring or
preserving the published poet,
genre's history this book will
through the
help you get in
words of the
a frame of
legends
mind to make
themselves.
creative
Beginners and
writing a
pros alike will
benefit from the consistent part
of your life.
wealth of
rapping lore and With prompts

from Robert
Lee Brewer's
popular
Writer's Digest
blog, Poetic
Asides, you'll
find 125 ideas
for writing
poems along
with the
journaling
space you need
to respond to
the prompt. •
125
unexpected
poetry prompts
such as from
the perspective
of an insect,
about a
struggle, or
including the
word change •
Plenty of blank
space to
compose your
own poems •
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published
with me . . .
new ways to
collection of
Inside, outside, play with their
poems still
climbing up the shadows. Get
offers a
stairs, or
ready to laugh
powerful
jumping into
and giggle and
reflection of the bed, your
then find the
Black
shadow may be nearest light
experience.
following you!
source and try
From "The
He may even be out some
Weary Blues" to one step ahead shadows of your
"Dream
as you run down own! Sara
Variation,"
the street!
Sanchez has
Hughes writes Complete with a created soft and
clearly and
cast of the
inviting
colorfully, and
whole family, a illustrations to
his words
cat, a dog, and a creatively
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teddy, this story interpret Robert
prophetic.
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original lines
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Slowly,
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bright new
talent, Carolina A classic poem music. Now
with a timeless appearing as a
Rabei, this
message,
book for the first
Walter de la
time, beautifully
Mare poem is presented in a
small and
illustrated
brought to life
beautiful gift
throughout, Dust
with shimmery,
book. Rose
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ethereal
Milligan never
timeless
illustrations,
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reminder to
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publicly share
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puddles." And one world. And always number. And yet
feels a bit dizzy
the sense (as he hip hop is the
reading these
writes) of "pulling source of some of
poems because
the world closer the most exciting
(while always
to me/leaves
developments in
clear, always full falling to the
verse today. The
of meaning) they ground/ birds
media uproar in
come at reality
flying south." I
response to its
slantwise so that read these once, controversial
nothing is quite
twice with great lyrical content has
the same and the enjoyment. I will obscured hip
reader comes
go back to them
hop's revolution
away with a new often. -Patricia
of poetic craft and
way of looking at Fargnoli, former experience: Only
the ordinary
Poet Laureate of in rap music can
objects and
New Hampshire
the beat of a song
events of life. The and author of
render poetic
poems are brim- Then, Something meter audible,
full of surprises
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International
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thought and
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miss the vanguard idea sparked The captured the
of poetry today. Great Realization. hearts of children
Book of Rhymes Sharing the truths and adults all over
explores
we may find hard the globe—and the
America's least
to tell but also
glimpse it offers
understood poets, celebrating the
of a fairer, kinder,
unpacking their
things—from
more sustainable
surprisingly
simple acts of
world continues to
complex craft, and kindness and
inspire thousands
according rap
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poetry the
everyday
Tomos Roberts’s
respect it
activities, to the heartfelt poem
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Books
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award-winning
Selected by
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Today as a book lockdown, it gives The Great
"to ease kids’
us hope in this
Realization is a
anxiety about
time of global
profound work, at
coronavirus.” We crisis. Written for once striking and
all need hope.
his younger
reassuring,
Humans have an brother and sister reminding readers
extraordinary
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in the face of
through
pandemic, Tomos adversity there
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are still dreams to
only if they have heartfelt poem is be dreamt and
something to
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timeless. Its
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belief or hope
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yes, since then
there have been
many. But that’s
the story of how
it started . . . and
why hindsight’s
2020.
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